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“A large part of the responsibility lies with us teachers to help the children become 

essentially good human beings” said by CBSE Resource person Ms Yashika Bhardwaj. She 

further adds that Value-based education aims at training the student to face the outer world 

with the right attitude and values. It is a process of overall personality development of a 

student. It includes character development, personality development, citizenship 

development, and spiritual development . The benefits like patience, honesty, tolerance and 

sympathy are the extreme values for education. This will enhance your positive attitude instead of a 

negative attitude. 

Importance of Value Education in Schools 

1. Character development: The value education helps the students to develop the character. This 

improves the inner personality of the student. The mental level also improves by this. 

2. Personality development: The value education helps the student to develop the inner and 

external personality of the student. The physical, social and mental personality will emerge of the 

student. 

3. Citizenship education: This includes the social and behavioural aspects of the students towards 

citizenship. The ethical values develop towards citizenship of the student. 

Different methods for teaching value education: 

1. Classroom learning activities methods: This method includes direct presentation, discussions, 

reading, listening etc., taught by the teachers. 

2. Practical activity method: This method includes the practical description of the strategies. This 

practical knowledge enhances the learning skills and lives life by doing practical by own self. 

3. Socialized techniques: This includes the learner involved in the practical activities and 

experiences which represent the functions and problems of agents in socialization. 

4. Incident learning method: This gives the study of an episode or experience in the life of an 

individual group. 

Need Of Value Education in Today’s World 

1. Moral awareness: Moral awareness should enhance the progress in science and technology 

towards the latest trends. 

2. Shared values: This will enhance the traditional and social benefits of the person, which is 

essential for the nation to develop. 

3. Consciously plan value education: This will establish formal learning as sometimes teachers 

pass values both consciously and unconsciously. There should be the encouragement of only 

conscious values. 

4. Enhance thinking ability: The value education enhance your thinking ability and moral values. 

The mental and social thinking increases to enhance good value towards society. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.admitkard.com/blog/2020/02/24/personality-development-course/
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